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THE INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY DATA ON THE NUMBER 
OF SOLUTIONS OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 

WITH JUMPING NONLINEARITIES 

GREG A, HARRIS 

ABSTRACT, This paper contains results concerning the number of solutions, as 
a junction of the boundary data, for boundary value problems with jumping 
nonlinearities. An example seems to indicate that boundary data has a different 
influence on this number than does forcing data. Through approximating tech-
niques this example leads to lower bounds on solution numbers for the more 
general case 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 

{ u" (x) + I(u(x)) = h(x), 
(1) 

u(O) = 0'1 ' u(n) = 0'2' 

Here 0'1 and 0'2 are prescribed real numbers and 1 E C(R; R) and has asymp-
totic limits 

I(s) ~ { 0, 

s p, 
s ~ -00, 

s~oo, 

for some real numbers 0 and p. Such 1 have come to be called jumping 
nonlinearities, a term coined by Fucik [Fl]. 

It is convenient to think of 1 in the form 
I(s) = os- +ps+ +v(s), sER, 

where v E C(R; R) and 

Iv(s)jsl ~ 0 as lsi ~ 00. 

Here (. t: R ~ Rand (.) -: R ~ R are defined by s + ~ max {O, s} and s - ~ 
min{O, s} respectively. 

To get at lower bounds on the number of solutions of (1) consider v a 
perturbation term and then look at the unperturbed problem 

{ u"(x) + ou- + pu~ = 0, 
(2) 

u(O) = 0'1 ' u(n) = 0'2 • 
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Note the free parameters a, p, 0"1 and 0"2' 

Degree arguments can be used to extend results obtained for this problem to 
the perturbed problem (1). 

Problems of this type have been popular in recent years. Further results in 
this direction may be found in Amann and Hess [AH], Dancer [DaI, Da2], 
FuCik [FI, F2, F3], Hess [He], Lazer and McKenna [LMcI, LMc2, LMc3], 
Schmitt [ScI, Sc3], and Solimini [So]. 

In problem (2) we may assume, without loss of generality, that a :5 p. For 
if w solves (2) with p < a then, in view of the relationship -(w+) = (-w)- , 

def . fi u. = -w satls es 
{ u"(x)+pu-+au+=O, 

u(O) = ·-0"1' u(n) = -0"2 • 

Precise results concerning the number of solutions of (2) will be obtained 
for each given pair of boundary conditions 0"1 and 0"2 and positive parame-
ter values a and p. There is evidence that as the nonlinearity interacts with 
more of the spectrum, that is, as p crosses over higher eigenvalues, then chang-
ing boundary data has a very different effect from changing forcing data on 
the number of solutions; i.e., if the pair (a, P) belong to certain well-defined 
regions of the parameter quadrant Q+ ~f {(a, P) I a > 0, p > O} then the 
unperturbed problem (2) has precisely zero, one, or two solutions depending on 
the choice of 0"1 and 0"2' It should be noted that these regions are unbounded 
in the p direction and, as such, the result should be in contrast to what one 
might expect. That is, regardless of the number of eigenvalues P crosses, the 
number of solutions of (2) never exceeds two. 

2. SIMPLIFYING THE SITUATION 

Problem (2) may be reduced to three cases: 0"1 = 1, 0"1 = 0, and 0"1 = -1 ; 
i.e., if a and p are fixed and if u1 is a solution of (2) with u1 (0) = 0"1 > 0 
and u1 (n) = 0"2' then u2 ~ U1/0"1 ' 0"1 > 0, is a solution of (2) with u2(0) = 1 
and u2(n) = 0"2/0"1 • Conversely, if u2 is a solution of (2) with u2(0) = 1 and 
u2(n) = 0"2/0"1 ' 0"1 > 0, then u1 ~ 0"1 u2 is a solution of (2) with u1 (0) = 0"1 > 0 
and u1 (n) = 0"2' A similar situation holds if 0"1 < O. 

Solutions of (2) may then be recovered from solutions of one of the following 
three problems: 

" - p+ 0 
{ 

U + au + u = , 
u(O) = 1, u(n) = 0"; 

(3) 

" - p+ 0 
{ u +au + u = , 

u(O) = 0, u(n) = 0"; 
(4) 

(5) 
" - p+ 0 

{ 
U + aU + u = , 
u(O) = -1, u(n) = 0". 

These problems are analyzed below by determining, for fixed a and p, the 
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range of the values of (J for which each is solvable. This will be done by 
writing the differential equation 

(6) " - + U + au + pu = 0 

as the system 

(7) { U = v, 
V = -au- - pu+ 

and then looking at the phase-plane structure of (7). 
Indeed, if 

denotes the solution of (7) with initial condition 

and s is a positive real number, then setting 

we see that (~) (t) is a solution of the system (7) with initial condition 

s (~~) . 

Trajectories of (7) will correspond to periodic orbits (if a > 0) about the 
origin, and hence if one nontrivial trajectory of (7) is known then, through 
scaling, they all are. Accordingly, all the information contained in system (7) 
may be recovered from anyone nontrivial trajectory. One will be chosen that 
is convenient for our purposes, but first observe that system (7) is linear when 
restricted to either the left or the right half of the phase plane. That is, if u ,:5 0 
the system takes the form 

{ U = v, 
V = -aU 

and if u ~ 0 the form 
{ U = v, 

V = -pu. 
If Uo ~ 0 then the solution of (7) with initial condition 

is given by 

(8) ( u) [ (u)] ( cos J7i t 
v t; v~ = -J7i sin J7it ,)p sin J7it) (uo) 

cos J7it Vo 
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FIGURE 1. The periodic orbit of (7), with (0:, P) = 
(4.9), through the point (n 

and is valid for as long as u(t) ~ O. If 

(~~) E R2 

with Uo S 0 then 

(9) ( U) [t. (Uo)] = ( cos vat 
v 'vo -va sin vat )a sin vat) (uo) 

cos vat Vo 

is the solution of (7) with initial condition 

and, again, is valid for as long as u(t) SO. 
The convenient trajectory for us will be the one passing through the point 

(?) . From (8) and (9) we obtain this trajectory by pasting together the following 
two solutions: 

(10) 

and 

(11 ) 

(~) [I; ml ~ ( ~o:i::') , 
(u) [t; ( 0 )] = (- )a sin vat) , 

v -1 - cos vat 

n 
O<t< 175' - - vP 

which results in the periodic orbit shown in Figure 1. 
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We denote this solution by u[t; a:, p, (?)] and see that it has minimal pe-
riod 7C/va + 7C/v'7i. Evidently, then, all solutions of (7) may be obtained 
through a suitable time shift and scale of (~)[t; a:, p, (?)1 and for notational 
convenience we denote this solution by 

( 12) 

with the understanding that this solution depends continuously on the parame-
ters a: and p. 

3. A SHOOTING PROCEDURE 

We approach the problems (3), (4), and (5) by a simple shooting technique. 
A solution 

will be started at time t = 0, where Uo is either 1, 0, or -1, depending on 
which problem (3), (4), or (5), respectively, is under consideration; it is followed 
for a time interval of duration 7C and there the value of U, i.e., 

is noted. The initial slope, vo' is the shooting parameter and 

is a (J value for which the problem has a solution. 
Starting a solution at an arbitrary point on the periodic orbit in Figure 1 will, 

in general, not satisfy the condition that Uo be either 1, 0, or -1. This matter 
is taken care of by the following scaling procedure. 

Fix y E (-1 , 1) and define 

r+(y) ~ (I/Vli)N and r_(y) ~f (l/va)N. 
The two points 

(r+;y») and (-r;(y») 
lie on the orbit as indicated in Figure 1 and the solution 

then satisfies the differential equation (6) with 

u[o; (r<y»)] =r+(y»O. 
We want this solution to satisfy u(O) = 1 and so define 

(13) (~:) [t; y]~f r+~y) (~) [t; (r+;y»)] , tER. 
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u+[t; y] is then a solution of (6) with u+[O; y] = 1 and thus a solution of (3) 
with a = u+[n; y] . 

Setting 

( 14) -1<y<l, 

observe that the range of a-values for which (3) has a solution is just the range 
of the function a +: ( -1 , 1) -+ R. 

Problem (5) is treated in the same fashion. For -1 < y < 1 define 

( 15) t ER, 

and let 

( 16) 

Then the range of a values for which (5) is solvable may be determined by the 
range of the function a _ : ( -1, 1) -+ R . 

Problem (4) is handled by choosing y to be either 1 or -1 (i.e., so that 
u(O) = 0). More is said concerning this situation later, but one can already see 
that if 

( 17) 

then (4) has a solution for each a E R. If 

( 18) 

then (4) is solvable for all a ~ 0 or all a ~ 0 depending on whether the signs of 
the individual terms in the above product are negative or positive, respectively. 

If it is the case that 

( 19) 

then at least one of the values u [n; (?)] and u [n; (~l)] must vanish and we 
have a nontrivial solution of 

(20) { U"+a.U-+pu+=O, 
u(O) = u(n) = O. 

Of course, the conditions (17), (18), and (19), as well as the graphs of the 
functions a_and a + ' will depend on how the positive parameters a. and P 
are chosen. As will be seen later, each of conditions (17), (18), and (19) is 
satisfied for certain values of a. and p. In fact, the values of a. and P for 
which condition (19) is satisfied will be found to lie on curves separating the 
quadrant, 

(21 ) Q+ ~f {(a., P) I a. > 0, P > a}, 
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into regions where either condition (17) or condition (18) holds and in which, 
at least qualitatively, the graphs of a_are the same, as well as the graphs of 
the functions a +. These graphs are used to get at the number of solutions of 
problem (3) and problem (5). 

4. PARAMETER REGIONS 

It is"known (cf. [Fl]) that the homogeneous problem (20) has nontrivial 
solutions if and only if the pair (0:, P) E Q+ is on one of the curves 

(22) 
(23) 

(24) 

(j + 1)/y'a + (j + 1)/v'/i = 1, 
j/y'a + (j + 1)/v'/i = 1, 
(j + 1)/y'a + j/v'/i = 1 

for j = 0, 1, 2, .... We should remark that this situation is easily seen using 
the trajectory in Figure 1. That is, the solution (~)[t; (n] of (7) in Figure 1 
has the property that u [0; (?)] = O. In view of the (act that the time it takes 
for such a solution to traverse first through the right half and then through 
the left half of the uv -plane is n / J7i and n /..;a. respectively, u[ n; (?)] will 
vanish if and only if either 

n = (j + l)n/y'a + (j + l)n/v'/i 

or 
n = jn/y'a + (j + l)n/v'/i 

for some j = 0, 1, 2, ... , i.e., if and only if (0:, P) is on a curve in Q+ 
defined by either (22) or (23). The other possibility is to start a solution of (7) 
at the point (..?,). This will lead to a solution of (20) if and only if (0:, P) lies 
on one of the curves in Q+ described by either (22) or (24). We have sketched 
a few of these curves in Figure 2. 

Fix k E {O, 1, 2, 3, ... } and define the regions 

def { +/ k k k k + 1 } R(I) = (0:, P) E Q 0: < P; ..;a. + J7i < 1 ; ..;a. + J7i > 1 

if k ~ 1 or, in the case that k = 0 , 

R(I) ctg {(o:, P) E Q+ I 0 < 0: < P < I}, 

def { +/ k k + 1 k + 1 k } (25) R(II) = (0:, P) E Q ..;a. + J7i < 1; ..;a. + J7i > 1 , 

def{ +/ k+l k k+l k+l } R(I II) = (0:, P) E Q 0: < P; ..;a. + J7i < 1; ..;a. + J7i > 1 . 

These regions are indicated in Figure 2 in the case k = 1. If (0:, P) belongs 
to any of them then, of course, the completely homogenous problem (20) has 
only the trivial solution. 
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FIGURE 2. Parameter curves of the homogeneous prob-
lem (20) 

5. THE RANGE OF 0'+ AND 0'_ 

Now the solution structure of problems (3) and (5) will be examined by, at 
least qualitatively, graphing the associated functions 

0'+: ( - 1, 1) -> Rand 0' _: ( - 1, 1) -> R, 

where, from (13) and (14), 

(26) 0' (y) = _1 u [n. (r+(y))] + r+(y) , y 

and, from (15) and (16), 

(27) O'_(y) = r_~y)u[n; (-ry(y))]. 

It is convenient to remove,' by way of a time shift, the shooting parameter 
y (i.e., the initial slope) from initial conditions in (26) and (27). To find the 
correct shift we compute the time T+ it takes for a solution of system (7) to 
move from the point (If{P) to the point (r+~y)) and then, correspondingly, 
the time T_ it takes a solution to move from (-lbVa) to (-ry<Y)). In the 
case of T+ the part of the trajectory of concern belongs to the right half of the 
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uv-plane (see Figure 1). Here iJ = -pu and hence the value of T+ is given by 

r dv 1 r dv 1. -I 
T+ = 10 -pu = - JP 10 ~ = - JPsm y. 

Now consider the solution, (~)[t; L~\)], of system (7). This solution has 
the initial condition (~I) and after time t = -(n/2JP) + T+ we find that 

(u) [ __ n __ 1 sin-I . ( 0 )] = (r+(y)) . 
v 2JP JP y, -1 y 

That is, -(n/2JP) + T+ is the time required for this solution to first back up 
to the point (1/f) and then move to the point (r+~y)) (again see Figure 1). 
Evidently, then for fixed 0: and p and for each -1 :::; y :::; 1 we have 
(28) 

(~) [t- 2:n- Jpsin- Iy ; (~1)] = (~) [t; ('+;r))] , tER. 

The argument for T_ is similar. We find that 

and so 
(29) 

(~) [t- 2fo+ Jasin- Iy ; (~)] = (~) [t; (-ry(y))], tER. 

For computational purposes make the change of variable 

y = sinO, -n/2:::; 0:::; n/2. 

The point (r+y(y)) then becomes ((I/.J!)cosO) , T = T (0) may be written as 
5100 + + 

-n/2:::; 0:::; n/2, 

and (28) becomes 

(~) [t- 2:n- Jpo; (~1)] = (~) [t; ((1/1.);OSO)], 
for t E Rand -n/2:::; 0 :::; n/2. 

Similarly (-r-y(y)) becomes (-(I/~~cosO), T_(O) = (1/y'a)8, and (29) may 
be written as 

(~) [t- 2fo+ Jao; (~)] 
= (u) [t. (-(1/0i)COSO)] 
v' smO ' tER, OE [-i, iJ . 
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Finally, since each of the solutions of system (7) has period 7C /.ja + 7C / v'P , 
the following two expressions hold for each j = 0, 1 , 2, ... , t E R, and 
-'7C/2 SO S 7C/2. 
(30) 

( ~) [t - 7C ( ~ + 1; ) - 2jp - )po; (~l) 1 = (~) [t; ( J:i:~s 0) 1 ' 
(31 ) 

(~) [t-7C(~+fp) - 2~+ Jao; (~)] = (~) [t; (-~nC~SO)]. 
5.1. For a fixed nonnegative integer k and for 0 E [-7C /2, 7C /2] define the two 
maps (times) 

def (k k) 7C 1 (32) T+(a, p, 0) = 7C - 7C .ja + v'P - 2v'P - v'P0 ' 

def (k k) 7C 1 (33) T_(a, p, 0) = 7C - 7C .ja + v'P - 2.ja + .ja0' 

Setting t = 7C in (30) and (31) gives 

(34) (~) [T+(a,p,O); (~l)] = (~) [7C; C1/1.);OSO)], 
(35) (~) [T_(a, p, 0); (~)] = (~) [7C; (-(1/t:~COSO)] , 
and hence, from (26) and (27), 

(36) 7C 7C -- < 0 <-2 2' 

(37) 

It is the range of each of these two functions of 0 that we wish to look at. 
Their dependence on the parameters a and p is stressed by including them as 
arguments. 

The arguments contained in the next few sections are to support some impor-
tant qualitative features of these ranges that can be seen in the sample of graphs 
of 0' ± found in Figures 3 to 14. In these figures the two functions 0'+ (a, p , .) 
and O'_(a, p,.) are graphed for various choices of (a, P) sampled from ahor-
izontalline (P = 25) in regions R(l), R(l/) , R(l/ I) , and their boundaries; 
see Figure 2. 

6. MONOTONY AND CRITICAL VALUES 

It is easy to check that T + (a, p , .) is strictly decreasing on the interval 
[-7C /2, 7C /2] and T _ (a, p, .) is strictly increasing on [-7C /2, 7C /2] . 
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FIGURE 3. 0"+ (a , p,.) and O"_(a, p,.) for (a, p) = 
(2.25, 25) E R(I) 
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FIGURE 4. 0"+ (a , p,.) and O"_(a, p,') for (a, p) = 
(2.51 , 25) E R(l) 
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FIGURE 6. a+(o:,p,·) and a_(o:, p,.) for (0:, P) = 
(2.83, 25) E R(l I) 
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FIGURE 8. a+(o:, p,.) and a_(o:, p,.) for (0:, P) = 
(5.44,25) E R(l/) 
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FIGURE 9. a+(a, p,.) and a_(a, p,.) for (a, P) = 
(6.17,25) E R(/l) 
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FIGURE 10. a+(a, p, .) and a_(a, p, .) for (a, P) = 
(6.33,25) E R(l/l) 
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FIGURE 12. 0'+ (a , p,.) and O'_(a, p,.) for (a, p) = 
(8.51,25) E R(III) 
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FIGURE 14. G±(a, p,.) for (a, p) = (6.25,25) E 
oR(l/) n oR(l/I) 
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Differentiating 0'+ and 0'_ with respect to () and using the relationship 
U = v gives 

I 2 
0'+ (a , p, 0) = (II cos O)g+(a, p, 0) 

and 
I 2 O'_(a, p, 0) = (11 cos O)g_(a, p, 0) 

where g±: Q+ x [-nI2, n12] ---> R are the continuous functions 

g+(a, p, 0) ~f V [,+(a, p, 0); (~l)] cosO 

- JPu [,+(a, p, 0); (~I)] sin 0, 
(38) 

and 

g _ (a, p , 0) ~f V [, _ ( a, p , 0); (~)] cos 0 

+ y'au [, _ (a, p, ()); (~)] sin () . 
(39) 

The zeros of g±(a, p,.) in the open interval (-nI2, n12) then correspond 
to critical points of O'±(a, p, .). In particular, the location of (a, P) will 
determine whether or not g±(a, p, .) has a zero in (-nI2, nI2), i.e., whether 
or not O'±(a, p,.) has critical points in (-nI2, nI2). The next lemma will 
be needed in determining such "critical" (a, P) . 

Lemma 1. g± (a, p, .): [-n 12, n 12] ---> R are monotone functions. 

Proof. To check this first fix (a, P) E Q+ and then differentiate g+ with re-
spect to () to get 

g:(a,p,o)=_c:; {v[,+(a,p,O); (~I)] +pu[,(a,p,O); (~l)]}· 
To compute the sign of g: we note that either 

u[,+(a,p,O); (~l)] ~o or u[,+(a,p,()); (~l)] <0. 

If it is the case that u[,+(a,p,O); C~\)] ~o then v=-pu and hence 

g:(a, p, 0) = O. 

If, on the other hand, u[,+(a, p, 0); C~\)] < 0 then v = -aU and so 

g:(a, p, 0) = - c:; {-au [,+(a, p, 0); (~l)] 

+pu [,+(a, p, 0); (~l)]} 

-c:; u [, + (a, p , 0); (~I)] (P - a) 

> O. 
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Thus, g:(a, p, (J) ;::: 0 whenever (J E [-nI2, nI2], which, of course, shows 
g+ (a, p, (J) to be nondecreasing. Moreover, g+ (a, p , .) is strictly increasing 
whenever (J E (-nI2, n12) is such that 

u[r+(a,p,(J); (~1)] <0. 
The situation with g_ (a, p, .) is much the same. Differentiation with re-

spect to (J shows that 

g~ (a, p , (J) = co;: {V [r _ (a, p , (J); (~)] + aU [r _ (a, p , (J); (~)] } . 

Hence, 

and 

whenever 
u [ r _ (a, p, (J); (~)] > O. 

Therefore, g~ ~ 0 for (J E [-n 12, n 12]. One concludes that g_ is nonin-
creasing on [-nI2, n12] and strictly decreasing when (J E (-nI2, n12) is such 
that u[ r _ (a, p, (J); (n] > O. 0 

6.1. In what follows we examine the behavior of the graphs of a + and a_for 
particular choices of the parameters a and p taken from regions R(l), R(/ l) . 
R(l/ l), and their boundaries. We suppose that a nonnegative integer k has 
been fixed so that these regions are well defined. 

If (a, P) E R(l) then by (32) we obtain the following estimates: 

r+ (a, P, -1) = n [1 - (~ + Jp)] > 0, 
r+ (a, P, -1) = n [1 - ( ~ + kJt/ ) ] + Jp < Jp < Ja, 

r+ (a, P, 1) = n [1 - ( ~ + kJt/) ] < 0, 
r+ (a, p, 1) = n [1 - ( ~+ Jp)]- Jp > - Jp. 

Combining these estimates yields 

-nlJP < r+(a, p, n12) < 0 < r+(a, p, -nI2) < nlva 

and hence 
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Similarly, one finds that 

-nly'a < T_(a, p, -nI2) < 0 < T_(a, p, n12) < nlJ/i; 

hence 

In view of (38) then 

From Lemma 1, g+(a, p, .): [-nI2, n12] ---- R is nondecreasing and hence 

g+(a, p, (J) < 0 for (J E [-nI2, nI2]. 

Evidently then, 
O"~(a, p, (J) > 0 for (J E (-nI2, n12) 

and it follows that 
0"+ (a , p, .): (-nI2, n12) ---- R 

is a strictly increasing function. 
By a similar argument we have that 

0"_ (a, p, .): (-n 12, n 12) ---- R 

is also a strictly increasing function. 
By (40) and (41) 

{ 
-00 as (J ---- -n 12, 

O"±(a, p, (J) ---- (J 12 
00 as ---- n , 

(42) 

and hence conclude that O"±(a, p, .): (-nI2, n12) ---- R are homeomorphisms 
onto R. This shows that problems (3) and (5) have unique solutions for each 
0" E R. 

6.2. Now suppose that 

(a, P) E R(ll) = {(a, P)11 - (Ja + kJp1) > 0; 1 - (k :a1 + Jp) < 0 } 

for some k = 0,1,2, .... From (32) 

and 
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Therefore, 

o < T + ( a, p , ~) < T + (a, p , 0) < T + ( a, p , - ~) < ::a 
for 0 E (-nI2, n12) and so 

U[T+(a,p,O); (~1)] <0 forOE[-nI2,nI2]. 

It follows from (36) that 

with 

(43) 

Since 

and 

0"+ (a , p, 0) < 0 for 0 E (-nI2, n12) 

lim 0"+ (a , p, 0) = -00. 
IBI-+n/2 

g+(a,P,-~)=JPU[T+(a,p,-~); (~1)] <0 
g+(a,P,~) =-JPU [T+(a, p, ~); (~1)] >0 

recalling that g+ (a, p , .) is strictly increasing in 0 whenever 0 is such that 
u[T+(a, p, 0); L~\)] < 0, it follows that g+(a, p,.) has precisely one zero 
in the open interval (-nI2, nI2). Consequently, 0"+ (a , p,.) has exactly one 
critical point, say 00 , in (-nI2, n12) and at this point 0"+ (a , p, ( 0) < O. 

Moreover, 

shows that 
«a,p,O»O, 

and 

This indicates that 0"+ (a, p, .) is strictly increasing when 0 < 00 and strictly 
decreasing when 0> 00 , Put 

M + (a, P) ~f max 0"+ (a, p , 0) ; 
-n/2<B<n/2 

then M+ < 0 and, in view of (43), it is evident that problem (3) has no solution 
if 0" > M+(a, P), a unique solution if 0" = M+(a, P), and exactly two distinct 
solutions if 0" < M+(a, P). This is the familiar Ambrosetti-Prodi situation. 

The argument for 0"_ is similar. That is, (a, P) E R(/l) and equation (33) 
give the following chain of estimates: 

(44) -::a < T - (a, p , - ~) < 0 < jp < T - (a, p , - ~) < ::a + jp. 
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So 

and from (37) 
lim O"_(a, p, 0) = -00. 

101-+±1t/2 
Since T _ (a, p , .): [ -n I 2, n 12] -+ R is strictly increasing, from (44) there is a 
nontrivial subinterval [01 , O2] C (-nI2, n12) such that 0 E [01 , O2] implies 
0::; T_(a, P, 0)::; nl.Jii and hence 

U [T_(a, P, 0); (~)] > 0 on (01' ( 2 ). 

Using (39) gives the estimates 

and 

g_(a,P,-i) =-0iu [T_(a,P,-i); (~)] >0 

g_(a,P,-i)=0iU[T_(a,P,-i); (~)] <0. 

Since g~(a, P, 0) = 0 for 0 E (-nI2, nI2)\[OI' O2] (cf. Lemma 1) it follows 
that 

and 

with g_ (a, P, .) strictly decreasing on (01 , ( 2). Let 80 be the unique point 
in (01 ,02) such that g_(a,p,Oo)=O;then 

g_(a, P, 0) > 0, o E [-n 12, ( 0 ), 

g_(a, P, 0) < 0, o E (00 , n12], 

and hence 
O"~(a, P, 0) > 0, o E (-n 12, ( 0 ), 

and 
O"~(a, P, 0) < 0, o E (80 , nI2). 

Define 
M_(a, P) ~f max O"_(a, P, 0). 

-It/2<0<1t/2 

Note that M _ (a, P) > 0 and, as in the case for 0"+ ' one concludes that problem 
(5) has no solution if 0" > M _ (a, P) , a unique solution if 0" = M _ (a, P) , and 
exactly two solutions if 0" < M _ (a, P) . 

There is a relationship between M+(a, P) and M_ (a, P). In Theorem 3 it 
will be shown that M_(a, P) = -lIM+(a, P). 

Figures 6,7,8, and 9 contain graphs of O"+(a, p,.) and O"_(a, p,.) for 
(a, P) in region R(ll) (see Figure 2) chosen from the line P = 25. 
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6.3. Fix (a, P) in R(l II) , where we recall 

R(lII)={(a,p)la<p; 1-(k:a1+ .:m»o; 1-(k:a1 +k:1/) <a} 
(see Figure 2). The situation here is similar to the case when (a, P) E R(l) . 
Using (32) and estimating yields, 

o<r+(a,p,~) < Ja<r+(a,p,-~) < Ja+ Jp. 
Similar use of (33) leads to inequalities 

0< r_ (a, p, -~) < Jp < r_ (a, p, ~) < Ja + Jp. 
Evidently then, 

and, from (36) and (37), it follows that 

(45) C1±(a, p, (j) - { 
00 as (j - -nI2, 
-00 as (j - n12. 

The estimates 

g+ (a, p , -~) = vpu [ r+ (a, p, -~) ; (~1)] > 0, 
g_(a, p, -~) = -Jau [r_(a, p, -~); (~)] < 0, 

and fact that the g±(a, p, .) are monotone (see Lemma 1) shows that 

(j E [-nI2, nI2], 
and 

(j E [-nI2, nI2]. 
Hence 

C1~(a, p, (j) < 0 for (j E (-nI2, nI2); 
i.e., both C1±(a, p,.) are strictly decreasing on the interval (-nI2, nI2). 
Finally, as in the case when (a, p) E R(l), (45) is enough to conclude that 

C1±(a, p, .): (-nI2, n12) - R 
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is a homeomorphism onto R whenever (a, 13) E R(l II). Problems (3) and 
(5) then each have unique solutions for each (J E R. 

Graphs of (J+ and (J_, when (a, 13) E R(lII) and 13 = 25 are shown in 
Figures 10, 11, and 12. 

6.4. Consider the boundary situation (0:, 13) E 8R(l) n 8R(II) with a < 13 ; 
i.e., (a ,.13) is found on the curve 

kiva. + (k + 1)1Y7i = 1. 

From (32) 

r+(a,f3,O)=n[I-(Ja+ Jp)]-2jp- )PO=2jp- )po 
and it follows that 

0= r+(a, 13 , n12) < r+(a, 13, 0) < r+(a, 13, -nI2) = -nlY7i 
for e E (-nI2, n12) . As before, this implies 

(46) e E [- ~ ~) 2' 2 
with 

u [r+ (a, 13 , 1) ; (~1)] = o. 
Recalling that 

then 
o E (-nI2, nI2), 

and 
lim (J+(a, 13, e) = -00. 

O-+-nj2 

Using I'H6pital's rule yields 

. _. {il[r+(a'f3'O);(~I)]«a'f3,e)} 
11m (J + (a, 13 , 0) - 11m Y7i . 0 

O-+nj2 O-+nj2 - sm 

= v [r + (a, 13 , 1) ; (~i)] = V [0; (~1)] 
= -1. 

From (46), g+(o:, 13, .) is strictly increasing on [-nI2, n12) and since 
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then g+(a, p, 0) < 0 on [-n/2, n/2). Hence, 

a~(a, p, (J) > 0 for 0 E (-n/2, n/2); 

i.e., a + (a, p , .) is strictly increasing up to its value of -1 , which it attains at 
(J = n/2. See Figure 5 for a graph of a+(a, p, .). In this situation we may 
conclude that if a ~ -1 problem (3) has no solution and if a < -1 a unique 
solution. 

The argument for a_ is similar. It results in problem (5) having no solution 
if a ~ 1 and a unique solution if a < 1. See Figure 13 for graphs of a + and 
a_ . 
6.5. Consider the boundary case when a < p and (a, P) E 8R(l/) n 8R(l/ I) 
for some k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. So 

(k + 1)/Vo + k/v7i = 1 
and (32) becomes 

! (a p (J) = n[l- (~+ ~)] __ n __ 1 (J 
+ ' , va.J7i 2.J7i.J7i 

n n 1 
------(J - va 2.J7i .J7i. 

It follows that 

0< !+(a, p, n/2) < !+(a, p, 0) < !+(a, p, -n/2) = n/Vo, 
and thus 

(47) 

and 

This, in turn, shows that 

For 0 E (-n/2, n/2], (47) and Lemma 1 show that g+ is increasing and hence 

g+(a, p, 0) > 0, (J E (-n/2, n/2]. 

Consequently, a+(a, p, .), is strictly decreasing on (-n/2, n/2). Moreover, 

a+(a, p" 0) -+ -00, as 0 -+ n/2 

and applying l'Hopital's rule once again yields 

lim a + (a, p, 0) = -1 . 
(J->-n/2 

Thus problem (3) is solvable if and only if a < -1 , in which case it has a 
unique solution. 
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The situation with a_is, again, much the same. One concludes that problem 
(5) is solvable if and only if a < 1, in which case the solution is unique. 

Figure 14 contains a graph of a+(a, p,.) and a_(a, p,.) for (a, P) E 
aR(H) n aR(H/) and a < p. 
6.6. We consider the case when (a, P) belongs to a curve of the form 

kiva + klVP = 1 

for some k = 1, 2, 3, .. .. In this situation the solvability question of prob-
lem (2) may be answered directly, i.e., without appeal to any of the auxiliary 
problems (3), (4), or (5). That is, solutions of the system (7) have period 
n I va + n I v'P, so if a and P are chosen as above then 

k{nlva + nlVP} = n. 
Consequently, a solution starting at some point 

in the phase plane will return there after time n. Hence, problem (2) is solvable 
if and only if a1 = a2 ' in which case there are infinitely many solutions. 

Remark. Up to this point we have determined the following: If (a, P) E 
R(I) U R(I I/), problems (3) and (5) have unique solutions for each a E R. If 
(a, P) E R(H), there exists a negative real number M+ = M+(a, P) such that 
problem (3) has either no solution, a unique solution, or exactly two solutions 
depending on whether a is greater than M+, equal to M+, or less than M+, 
respectively. Similarly, there exists a positive real number M _ = M _ (a, P) 
such that problem (5) has either no solution, a unique solution, or exactly two 
solutions depending on whether a is greater than M _ , equal to M _ , or less 
than M_, respectively. 

If (a, P) belongs to the boundary aR(/) n aR(H) .or aR(H) n aR(H/) 
with a < P, then (3) has no solution if a ~ -1 and a unique solution if 
a < -1 and problem (5) has no solution if a ~ 1 and a unique solution if 
a < 1. Finally, if (a, P) belongs to a curve of the form 

kiva + klVP = 1, 
for some positive integer k, problems (3) and (5) are solvable if and only 
if a = 1 and a = -1, respectively, in which case there are infinitely many 
solutions. 

7. THE CASE u(O) = 0 

We have looked at two of our three reduced problems and are left with 
problem (4) 

(48) 
1/ - p+ 0 

{ u +au + u = , 

u(O) = 0, u(n) = a. 
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Results in this section parallel those of §5 but use somewhat cleaner arguments. 
Before proceeding, note that if () = ±71/2 in (34) then 

(49) 

and 

(50) 

7.1. Fix (0:, fi) in R(l) and recall from §6.1 the estimate (40) 

In particular then, using (49) and (50), 

(51 ) 

Thus, if CTI > 0 there is a unique positive real number Sl = SI (CTI ) (the correct 
shooting slope) such that 

(52) 

Hence, 
tE[O,71], 

is a solution of (48) with CT = CTI > O. 
Conversely, if w(t) is a solution of (4) with CT = CTI > 0, then by uniqueness 

(53) t E [0, 7l]. 

Note that tiJ(O) =1= 0 (otherwise w == 0). Suppose that tiJ(O) < 0; then by 
scaling 

but this contradicts CTI > O. Thus tiJ(O) > 0 and 

w(t) = tiJ(O)u [t; (~)] 
with 

CTI = w(71) = tiJ(O)u [71; (~)] . 

From (52) it follows then that tiJ(O) = SI and hence 

t E [0, 7l] . 

The above argument shows that problem (48) has a unique solution whenever 
(0:, fi) E R(l) and CT > O. 
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Again the situation when a = a2 < 0 is essentially the same. Straightfor-
ward modifications to the above argument show (48) to have a unique solution 
whenever (0:, P) E R(l) and a < O. 

By the definition of R(I), (48) with a = 0 has only the trivial solution and 
so we conclude that problem (48), when (0:, P) E R(I), is uniquely solvable 
for each a E R. 

7.2. Suppose now that (0:, P) belongs to region R(l/). From §6.2 

u[r+(0:,p,8); (~1)] <0, 
and so, using (49) and (50), 

(54) 

An immediate consequence of (54) is that problem (48) has no solution if a > 
O. 

If a = ao < 0, there are two positive numbers s, and S2 (initial slope 
magnitudes) uniquely defined by the relations 

Set W,(t)~fs,u[t; (n] and W2(t)~S2U[t; C.~\)] for tE[O,n]. Then w, 
and w2 are solutions of (48) with a = ao < O. Furthermore, W, (0) = s, > 0 
and w2(0) = -S2 < 0, so these solutions are distinct. This shows that (48) has 
at least two solutions whenever a < 0 . 

To verify that w, and w2 are the only solutions of (48), let w(t) be a 
solution; then 

tE [0, n]. 

An argument as in the last section shows that if w(O) < 0 then -w(O) = S2 

and if w(O) > 0 then w(O) = s,. Hence, either w = w, or w = w2' which 
shows (48) to have exactly two distinct solutions for each boundary condition 
a < O. 

Again, from the way in which R(l/) was defined, it follows that problem 
(48) has no solution if a > 0, only the trivial solution if a = 0, and if a < 0, 
precisely two solutions, characterized by the sign of their initial slopes. 

7.3. Fix (0:, P) E R(ll/). From §6.3 

and hence, from (49) and (50), 
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At this point the argument proceeds analogously to the argument in §7.1 and the 
same conclusions are obtained. That is, (0:, P) E R(/ II) implies that problem 
(48) has a unique solution for each 0" E R. 
7.4. Now we consider a boundary case. Choose (0:, P) such that 0: < P and 
k/.;a. + (k + 1)/v'P = 1. So (0:, P) E 8R(l) n 8R(II) and from §4. 

u [,+ (0:, P, -I) ; (~l)] < 0 and u [,+ (0:, P, I) ; (~l)] = O. 

From (49) and (50)" 

u [n; (~l)] < 0 and u [n; (~)] = o. 
So if 0" > 0, problem (48) has no solution. Also, when shooting with a nonneg-
ative initial slope one always hits 0" = O. More precisely, 

ws(t) ~f su [t; (~)] 
is a solution of (48) for each s > O. 

If 0" = 0"0 < 0 then, as argued before, 

w(t) ~ sou [t; (~l)] 
is the unique solution of (48), where So > 0 is defined by 

sou [n; (~l)] = 0"0 • 

We conclude that problem (48) has no solution if 0" > 0, infinitely many solu-
tions, all with nonnegative initial slopes, when 0" = 0, and a unique solution, 
having a negative initial slope, for each 0" < 0 . 
7.5. In the case that (0:, P) E 8R(II) n 8R(IIl) with 0: < P, then, for some 
k=0,1,2, ... , 

(k + l)/va + k/v'P = 1. 
From §6.5 

u [, + (0:, P, I) ; (~l)] < 0 and u[,+(o:,P'-I); (~l)] =0 
u [n; (~l)] = o. 

and hence 

u[n; (~)] <0 and 

The argument of §7.4 shows problem (48) to have no solution if 0" > 0, infinitely 
many solutions if 0" = 0 (with negative initial slopes if they are nontrivial), and 
a unique solution, with positive initial slope, if 0" < 0 . 

8. THE UNPERTURBED PROBLEM 

We combine and summarize these results in the theorems of this section. We 
assume that a nonnegative integer k has been chosen and the regions R(l), 
R(II) , and R(II l) are defined as usual. 
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Theorem 2. If (a, P) E R(l) U R(l I l) then problem (2) has a unique solution 
for each pair of boundary conditions a, and a2 • 

Proof. For such a and P we have shown that problems (3), (4), and (5) have 
unique solutions for each a E R. The theorem follows from the discussion in 
§2. 0 

Theorem 3. Let (a, P) E R(l/) with the numbers M+(a, P) and M_(a, P) 
defined as in §6.2. Define 

and the open sets 

&'0 ~f {(a, ' a2) I a2 > L(a,)}, 

&'2 ~f {(a, ' a2 ) I a2 < L(a,)}. 

Then M_(a, P) = I/M+(a, P) and problem (2), 

{ u"+au-+pu+=O, 
u(O) = a, ' u(n) = a2 , 

has no solution if (a, ' a2 ) E&'o' exactly two solutions if (a, ' a2 ) E &'2' and a 
unique solution if a2 = L(a,). 
Proof. If a, > 0 and a2 = M+(a, p)a, ' the discussion in §6.2 shows that 
problem (3) has a unique solution for a = a2/a, and hence, from §2, problem 
(2) has a unique solution. If a2 = 0 = a, ' then, from the way in which R(ll) is 
defined, problem (2) has but the trivial solution. This shows unique solvability 
of problem (2) whenever a2 = L(a,) and a, 2: O. 

Now, for each solution u of problem (2) with u(O) = a, and u(n) = a2 
there is a corresponding solution v, with v(O) = a2 and v(n) = a, ' obtained 
from u by setting 

v(x)=u(n-x), O~x~n, 

and, of course, the converse. Thus, by reflecting the half line a2 = L(a,) , 
a, 2: 0, through the diagonal, 

D ~f {(a" a2) I a, = a2 }, 

we obtain another half line a2 = (11M + l(a, p))a" a, ~ 0, containing 
points (a" a2 ) corresponding to unique solutions of (2). Moreover, from 
§6.2, problem (5) has unique solutions in R(l/) if and only if a = M_ (a, P) 
and hence problem (2) has unique solutions when a, < 0 if and only if 
a2/a, = -M_(a, P), that is, if and only if a2 = -M_(a, p)a,. Consequently, 
M_(a, P) = -I/M+(a, P). 

Now suppose the point (a" a2) belongs to the region &'0. Then a, > 0 
implies that a2/a, > M+(a, P), a, = 0 implies that a2 > 0, and a, < 0 
implies that -a2/a, > M_ (a, P). In view of §6.2, we see that problems (3) 
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and (5) have no solutions and so neither does problem (2). From §7.2 problem 
(4), and hence problem (2), have no solution if a = a2 > O. 

If (ai' ( 2) E &'2 then a1 > 0 implies that a2 /a1 < M+(a, P), a1 = 0 
implies that a2 < 0, and a1 < 0 implies that -a2/a1 < M_(a, P). The 
discussions in §§6.2 and 7.2 show that each of the problems (3), (4), and (5) 
has precisely two solutions, hence so does problem (2). 0 

See Figure 15 for a picture of the regions &'0 and &'2' 
The next theorem takes care of the boundary situations. 

Theorem 4. Let (a, p) E 8R(I) n 8R(II) or 8R(II) n 8R(II) with a < p. 
Then problem (2) has a unique solution whenever a2 < -a1 • If a1 ::/= 0 and 
a2 ~ ai' then (2) has no solution. Or if a1 = 0 and a2 > 0, then again (2) has 
no solution. 
Proof. Suppose that a1 > 0 and put a = a2/a1 ; then from §§6.4 and 6.5 we see 
that problem (3) has a unique solution if a < -1 and no solution if a ~ -1 . 
Hence, problem (2) in this case has a unique solution if a2 < -a1 and no 
solution if a2 ~ -a1 • If a1 < 0, we can argue the same way. 

If a1 = 0, problem (4), and hence problem (2), has a unique solution if 
a = a2 < 0 and no solution if a = a2 > 0 . 0 

10.00 r--,.--..,.---r----r---,----r----.-----, 

6.67 

3.33 
No solution region 

L 

u, 0.00 

-3.33 

Two solution region 

-6.67 L~ 
-10.00 '--_-'--_-'--_-'-_-'-_-'-_-'-_-'----.;J 

-5 -4 -3 -1 0 3 4 5 

u, 

FIGURE 15. Solvability regions in the a1 a2-plane for 
problem (2) when (a, P) E R(II). Ifthe pair (ai' ( 2 ) 

lies on the broken line L, problem (2) has a unique 
solution. 
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9. CONVERGENCE AND BLOWUP 

We are ready to put together a few results that will be useful in computing the 
local degrees (indices) of the solutions obtained for the unperturbed problems 
(3), (4), and (5). It is again assumed that k E {O, 1,2, ... } is fixed, thus 
the regions R(I), R(II), and R(I II) defined, and (0:0 , Po) E aR(1) n aR(II) 
with 0:0 < Po . 

Recall that, if (0:, P) E R(II), the functions a+(o:, p,.) and a_Co:, P, .) 
have unique critical points, which we will call e+(o:, P) and e_(o:, P), respec-
tively, in the open interval (-n 12, n /2) . 

Lemma 5. e ± (0:, P) -+ n I 2 as the point (0:, P) approaches (0:0 , Po) through 
values in R(I I) . 
Proof. Recall, for (0:, P) E R(II), that e+(o:, P) and e_(o:, P) are the unique 
zeros in [-nI2, n12] of g+(o:, P, e) and g_ (0:, P, e), respectively. Now 
suppose there is a sequence {(O:j' Pj)}';.1 c R(II) and an e > 0 such that 

R(II) 
(O:j' P) ----+ (0:0 , Po) 

but 
-n12 < e±(O:j' Pj) ~ nl2 - e for each j = 1,2,3, .... 

Let 7J and 7J + denote limit points of the sequences {e _ (0: j , P)} and 
{e+(O:j' P)}, respectively. Then 7J± E [-nI2, nl2 - e] and from continu-
ityof 

we find that 
(55) 

However, g±(o:o, po,·) has e = nl2 as its unique zero in [-nI2, n12] (cf. 
6.4), which contradicts (55) and so the lemma is proved. 0 

For each pair (0:, P) E Q+ the notation 

u+(.; 0:, P, e), e E (-nI2, nI2), 

is used to denote the solution of problem (3) with a = a+(o:, P, e). Hence, 

(56) [ ( 
_I cos e ) 1 1 

u+(.;o:,p,e)=u.; V:ine lv7Jcose. 

For r > 0 set 
def 2 2 2 

B,(o:o, Po) = {(o:, P) I (0: - 0:0 ) + (P - Po) < r } 

and define the point q = q(r) by 

q(r) ~f inf{ e + (0:, P) I (0:, P) E B,(o:o' Po) n R(II)} . 
From Lemma 5 we see that q(r) -+ nl2 as r -+ O. Fix eo E (-nI2, n12) and 
pick ro > 0 and sufficiently small that eo < q(ro) . 
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Proposition 6. Suppose that (a, P) -+ (ao' Po)" then u+(·; a, P, ()o) converges 

to u+(·; ao' Po' ()o) in cl[O, n]. 

Proof. If not, then there is a sequence {(a j , P)}';.I C Br/ao , Po) and e > ° 
such that 

and 

(57) Ilu+(·; a j , Pj , ()o) - u+(·; a o' PO' ()o)III ~ e, j=1,2,3, ... , 

with ro > ° is defined as above and II· III the norm on CI[O, n]. 
For notational convenience define the maps 

Ij(x) ~ ((n - x)jn) + O'+(aj , Pj , ()o)(xjn), ° ~ x ~ n, 

f() def - P + 
j U = a jU + jU , 

u j (.) 1;f u+(·; a j , Pj , ()o), j=1,2,3, .... 

Then for each j 

(58) 

where K is the solution operator (i.e., the Green's operator) associated with 
the linear boundary value problem 

-u" (x) = h(x) , ° ~ x ~ n, u(O) = u(n) = 0. 
From (56) we have, for some M> 0, the bound 

j=1,2,3, .... 

Consequently, 

IIfj(u)IIo ~ ( mJxaj + mJxpj ) IIujill ~ Xi 

for some M > 0, where ". 110 is used to denote the norm on Co[O, n] = 
qo, n]. Using (58) and the compactness of the operator K:Co[O, n] -+ 

C I [0, n] , we may assume that 
c l 

uj-+vasj-+oo 

for some v E CI[O, n]. Thus, 
_ +co - + 

fj(u) = ajuj + PjUj -+ nov + Pov 

as j -+ 00, and again from (58) we see that v satisfies 

v = K(aov - + Pov +) + 10 . 

Equivalently, v E C 2[0, n] and 

" - P + ° { V + nov + OV = , 

v(O) = 1, v(n) = O'+(ao ' PO' ()o). 
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So V is a solution of problem (3) with (a, P) = (ao' Po) and a = a+(ao' Po' eo)' 
But this problem has the unique solution u+(.; a o' Po' eo)' 0 

If the notation 

() E (-nI2, nI2), 

is used to denote the solution of problem (5) with a = a _ (a, p, ()) , it follows 
that 

and an argument analogous to the one used in Proposition 6 gives us 

Proposition 7. If (a, P) -+ (ao ' Po). then 
c l 

u_(·; a, p, eo) ---+ u_(·; ao' Po' ()o)· 

Remark 1. Let (a, P) E R(I). If ao ~ -1 and '11+ (a , P) E (-nI2, n12) 
denotes the unique point such that a+(a, p, '11+ (a , P)) = ao' then 

Ilu+(,; a, p, '11+ (a , P))II, -+ 00 

as (a, P) -+ (ao' Po). Similarly, if ao ~ 1 and 'II _ (a, P) E (-nI2, n12) 
denotes the unique point such that a _ (a, p, 'II + (a, P)) = ao' then 

Ilu_(,; a, p, 'II_(a, P))II, -+ 00 

as (a, P) -+ (ao' Po). 
To see this, we argue the case for u+ (the case for u is similar). If the 

solutions 
u+(·; a, p, '11+ (a , P)) 

(or some subsequence of them) were bounded in C' [0, n], we would have, as 
in the proof of Proposition 6, the existence of some v E C2[0, n] satisfying 

/I - P + 0 
{

V + a o V + 0 v = , 
v(O) = 1 , v(n) = ao' 

But problem (3) with a = ao ~ -1 has no solution. 

Remark 2. For (a, P) E R(IJ) and close to (ao' Po) consider the set 

Y:(a, P) ~f {u+(.; a, p, ()) I ()+(a, P) < () < nI2}. 

From (56) we have 
u+(O; a, p, e) = J7jtane 

and hence the estimate 

Ilu+(,; a, p, e)ll, > J7jtane+(a, P) 

holds whenever u + ( " a, P , e) E Y: (a, P) and (a, p) is sufficiently close to 
(ao' Po). Since 
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it follows that each solution in ~(a, P) becomes unbounded as (a, P) ~ 
(aD, Po). Of course, we have the analogous result for u_, i.e., 

R(ll) 
Ilu_(·; a, p, 0)11, -+ 00, as (a, P) ------+ (aD, PO) 

provided 0_ (a, P) < 0 < n/2. 

Remark 3. If we think of the graphs of D"±(a, p,.), for (a, P) E R(/l) , as 
defining two branches of solutions, a left branch and a right branch, for each 
of problems (3) and (5), then we may combine the above two remarks into a 
single observation. That is, solutions corresponding to the right branch become 
unbounded as (a, P) approaches (aD, PO) from R(/l). Moreover, in view 
of Proposition 6, the graphs (unique branches) defined by D"±(ao , po,·) are 
the limits, in some sense, of the graphs of D" ± (a, P , .) as (a, P) approaches 
(aD, Po). One sees that the right branches of D"±(a, p, .), (a, p) E R(/l) , and 
the "upper" parts of the graphs of D"±(a, p, .), (a, P) E R(l), "disappear," 
i.e., the associated solutions become unbounded in the sense of the above two 
remarks, as we pass to this limit. 

10. THE INDEX OF THE TRIVIAL SOLUTION 

Consider again the homogeneous problem 

{ 
U" +au- + pu+ = 0, 

(59) 
u(O) = u(n) = o. 

Let A C Q+ be defined by 

A ~f {(a, P) E Q+ I problem (5) has a nontrivial solution}. 

Evidently then, (a, P) E A if and only if (a, P) is on one of the curves (22), 
(23), or (24). 

If (a, P) E Q+\A, then (59) has only the trivial solution and so the trivial 
function is the only solution of 

u = K[au- + pu+], I 
U E C [0, n]. 

Thus, if B, c C' [0, n] denotes the ball of radius r > 0 centered at u == 0, 
then 

degLS(id -K[a(·)- + P(·)+], B" 0) 

is defined and independent of r> O. In particular, if (a, P) E Q+\A, then the 
index of the trivial solution, denoted by ind(O; a, P) , is defined by 

ind(O; a, P) ~f degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·t], B" 0). 

So we have a map 
ind(O;·, .):Q+ /A -+ Z, 

where the symbol Z is used to represent the integers. Moreover, since 

II(au - + pu +) - (au - + pu +)110 :5 (Ia - al + IP - PJ)llullo' 
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II(u - K[au- + pu+]) - (u - K[au- + pU+])111 

::; IIKllo 111(au- + pu+) - (au- + pu+)llo 

::; IIKllo, I (Ia - al + IP - Pl)llullo 
::; IIKllo, I (Ia - al + IP - Pl)llull l 
::;(la-al+IP-PI)IIKllolr 

where II· 110, I is used to denote the norm on the Banach space of bounded 
linear transformations from Co[O, 1l'] into CI[O, 1l']. The map 

- + u ........ u - K[au + pu ] 

is then subject to uniform approximation on B r by maps of the form 

id-K[a(·)- + P(·)+]: CI[O, 1l'] -+ d[O, 1l'] 

provided that (a, P) is close to (a, P). This shows that, for fixed r> 0, 

degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], Br , 0) = degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], Br , 0) 

and hence 
ind(O; a, P) = ind(O; a, P) 

whenever (a, P) is sufficiently close to (a, P). Consequently, the index of the 
trivial solution is a continuous map 

ind(O; " .): Q+\A -+ Z 

and hence is constant on the connected components of Q+\A. In particular, 
ind(O; " .) is constant on each of the regions R(l), R(lI), and R(l I I) . 

If (a, P) belongs to R(I), then to compute the value of this index we first 
note that the diagonal {(a, P) E Q+ I a = P} has non empty intersection with 
the connected component of Q+ jA containing R(I) and so 

ind(O; a, P) = ind(O; A, A) = degLs(id-AK, Br , 0) = (_1)2k = 1 

since (2k)2 < A < (2k + 1)2. Similarly, if (a, P) E R(IJI). 
. 2k+f md(O; a, P) = (-1) = -1. 

The following technical lemma will allow us to obtain solutions of the prob-
lem 

(60) { U"(X) + J(u(x)) = h(x), 

u(O) = GI ' u(1l') = G2• 

Lemma 8. Fix r> 0 and (a, P) E Q+ . Define 

J;(u) = au - + pu + v(tu)jt 
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Jor each u E el[O, n] and t > O. Then 

IIKJ;(u) - K[au - + pu +]111 - 0 

uniformly on Bras t - 00 . 

Proof. First we have the estimate 

(61) IIKJ;(u) - K[au- + pU+]111 = IIKv(tu)/tlll ~ IIKllo, Illv(tu)/tllo' 
Since the perturbation v is o(s) as Isl- 00 (cf. §I), one may argue that 

Ilv(tu)/tllo - 0 
uniformly on Br as t - 00. The lemma follows from the estimate (61). 0 

Theorem 9. Let (a, P) E R(I)UR(III); thenJoreach hE C[O, n] and aI' 
a2 in R the problem (60) 

has a solution. 
Proof. Set 

{ 
U" + J(u) = h, 
u(O) = a l ' u(n) = a2 , 

I(x) = a l ((n - x)/n) + a2(x/n) , 0 ~ x ~ n; 
then solutions of (60) may be found as solutions of the equation 

I (62) u=K[J(u)-h]+I, uEC[O,n]. 

Let (a, P) E R(I) U R(I J I) and r> 0 be fixed. Then 

II{u - KJ;(u) + (I/t)(Kh -I)} - {u - K[au - + pu +]}III 
~ IIKJ;(u) - K[au - + pu +]111 + (I/t)IIKh -1111 

and using Lemma 8 we see that the right-hand side of the above estimate tends 
to zero, uniformly for u E B r' as t - 00. Thus, there exists a To > 0 such 
that t ~ To implies 

degLs(id -KJ;(.) + (I/t)(Kh -I), Br , 0) 

= degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·t], Br , 0) = ind(O; a, P). 
If (a, P) E R(J) we have already seen that this index is 1, and if (a, P) E 
R(J J I) this index is -1. In either case the index is nonzero and so, for each 
t ~ To' there is a wt E Br such that 

wt = K(J;(wt ) - (I/t)h) + (I/t)/. 
By the smoothing properties of K, wt E C2[0, n] and satisfies 

{ w;' + aw; + pw: + v(twt)/t = (l/t)h, 
wt(O) = al/t, wt(n) = a2 /t. 

It follows then that u ~f tW t solves problem (60). 0 
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If (0:, P) ~ R(l) , then to compute the index, ind( u + (. ; 0:, P , 0)) , set 

/(x) = ((n - x)/n) + 0'+(0:, p, O)(x/n) 

and note that for each [E [0, 1] the unique solution of the problem 

{ U"+O:U-+pu+=O, 
(63) 

u(O) = 0'1 ' u(n) = 0'2' 
with 0'1 = [ and 0'2 = [0'+(0:, p, 0) isjust [u+(·; 0:, p, 0). Hence, choosing 

R> Ilu+(,; 0:, p, 011 1 

we have, using t as a homotopy parameter, 

degLs(id -K[o:(·)- + P(·t], BR , t/) = degLs(id-K[o:(.)- + P(·)+], BR , 0) 

for all [E [0, 1]. Setting [= 1 yields 

ind(u+(.; 0:, p, 0» = ind(O; 0:, P) = 1. 
By similar means, if (0:, P) E R (J II) then 

ind(u+(.; 0:, p, 0)) = ind(O; 0:, p) = -1. 
As a final remark of this section we make the observation that if (0:, P) E 

R(ll) then ind(O; 0:, P) = O. This follows by noting that if ind(O; 0:, P) =F 0 
for some (0:, P) E R(J l) then, following the proof of Theorem 9 with 1/ == 0 
and h == 0, we would have solutions of problem (63) for each pair of boundary 
conditions 0'1 and 0'2' But this contradicts Theorem 3. 

11. LOWER BOUNDS IN R(II) 

In this section we obtain some lower bounds on the number of solutions to 
problem (60) when (0:, P) E R(II). 

Let (0:, P) E R(II) be fixed and, again, 0+(0:, P) E (-n/2, n/2) is to denote 
the unique critical point of 0'+ (0:, p, .): (-n /2, n /2) - R. Recall that 

M+(o:, P) = 0'+(0:, p, 0+(0:, P» = max 0'+(0:, p, 0). -1t/2<fJ<1t/2 

As we have seen, if aD < M+(o:, P), there exist two points 'I and '2 with 

-n/2 < 'I < 0+(0:, P) < '2 < n/2 
and 

0'+(0:, p, 'I) = 0'+(0:, p, (2) = aD· 
This gave us the two solutions u+(.; 0:, p, 'I) and u+(·; 0:, p, (2) of problem 
(3), defined by (cf. (56» 

u+(';O:'P"J=u[,; ()P.COS'i)]/ ~COS'i' 
sm'i vP 

i = 1,2. 

Thus, u+(', 0:, p, 'i)' i = 1,2, are the only solutions of 

u = k[o:u- + pu+] + /, u E d[O, n], 
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where as before 
I(x) = ((n - x)/n) + Go(x/n). 

Since these solutions are isolated, each has an index. To compute these indices 
we will use the next lemma. 
Lemma 10. Fix (0:, P) E R(l/). Then ind(u+(.; 0:, p, 0)) is constant for 0 
in the interval -n/2 < 0 < 0+(0:, P). 
Proof. Choose 00 <01 so that [00,Odc(-n/2,0+(0:,P)). If OE[Oo,Od 
then from (56) we see that 

u+(O; 0:, P, 0) = v7itanO 
and thus the norms 

lIu+(,; 0:, P, 0)11 1 

are bounded for 0 E [00, 01], Choose 
R> max Ilu+(,; 0:, P, 0)11 1 

OE[Oo,O)1 

and e > 0 sufficiently small to ensure that 0 I + e < 0+ (0:, P) . 
Define the open set 

~ ~f {u E d[O, n] 1 u'(O) < v7itan(OI + e)}, 

and set ..IY = ~ n BR , where BR c CI[O, n] is a ball of radius R centered at 
the trivial function. Then ..IY is a bounded open set in C l [0, n]. Furthermore, 
u+(·; 0:, P, 0) E..IY if 00 ::; 0::; 01 , and if 0> 0+(0:, P) then 

U+(O; 0:, P, 0) = v7itanO > v7itan(OI + e) 

and therefore u+(" 0:, P, 0) fI...IY. Thus, if 
G E [G+(O:, P, 00 ), G+(O:, P, 01)], 

problem (3) has only the solution 
u+(·;o:,P,O)E..IY 

for some unique 0 where 00 ::; 0::; 01 and G+(O:, P, 0) = G. If we define 

lo(x) ~f (n ~ X) + G+(O:, p, 0) ( i) , 0 E ( -1' 1) , 0::; x ::; n, 

then, letting 0 E [00 , Od be a homotopy parameter, we see that 

degLs(id-K[o:(.)- + P(·)+],..IY, 10 ) 

is defined and constant for 0 E [00, 01], Since the only requirements made on 
00 and 01 were that 

the lemma is proved. 0 

Lemma 10 shows that, given (0:, P) E R(l/) , each solution associated with 
the left branch of G + (0:, P , .) has the same index. We will prove below that 
solutions associated with left branches of any of the functions G + (0:, P , .) , 
(0:, P) E R(l/) , have the same index. 
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Lemma 11. Suppose that (ai' PI) and (a2 , P2) are two points from region 
R(/I). If ()I and ()2 are such that 

-n12 < ()I < ()+(a l , PI) and - n/2 < ()2 < ()+(a 2 , P2 ), 

then 
ind(u+(·; a l ' PI' ()I)) = ind(u+(·; a2 , P2 , ()2))' 

Proof. First we show that the uniquely defined critical point () + (a, P) depends 
continuously on (a, P) E R(/I). We will rely on the already established fact 
that () + E (-n / 2, n / 2) is the unique zero of the continuous map 

g+:R(/I) x [-n/2, n/2] -+ R. 

Suppose that this dependence of ()+ on (a, P) is not continuous at some point 
(a, P) E R( /I). Then there are a positive c5 and a sequence {(a j , Pj )} j~ I E 
R(/I) such that 

R(ll) 
(a j , P) ---+ (a, P) 

but 
I () + (a j , P) - () + (a, p) I ~ c5 for each j = 1 , 2, 3, .... 

Let 7J E [-nI2, n12] be a limit point of the sequence {()+(a j , P)}. Continuity 
of g+ is enough to conclude that 

g+(a, p, 7J) = 0. 

Since (a, P) E R(II) , then 7J = ()+(a, P), which is a contradiction. 
Now let r: [0, 1] -+ R(/I) be a path connecting (ai' PI) to (a2 , P2 ). SO 

r(t) = (a(t) , P(t)), where a(t) and P(t) are continuous, r(0) = (ai' PI)' 
and r(1) = (a2 , P2). By continuity, ()+(r[0, 1]) is a closed subinterval of 
(-n /2, n 12). Let '10 denote the left endpoint of this subinterval, i.e., 

Also, set 

'10 ~f min ()+(r(t)). 
09$;1 

P ~f min v7f(i) tan '10 
O$;t$; I 

and choose () E (-nI2, '10) such that 

max v7f(i) tan (j < p . 
O$;t$; I 

Now let q be chosen so that 

max v7f(i) tan (j < q < p . 
O$;t$; I 

If W c C l [0, n] is now defined by 

W ~f {u E CI[O, n] I u(O) < q}, 
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~ is open C l [0, n]. Now fix R > 0 so that 

R> max lIu(.; r(t), 0)11 1 ; 
O~t~1 

then .JY ~f ~ n B R is a bounded open subset of C 1[0, n] having the property 
that 

u+(.;r(t),O)E.JY foreachtE[O, 1]. 

If OCt) is used to denote the point such that 

O+Cr(t» < OCt) < nl2 and G+Cr(t), O(t» = G+Cr(t) , 0), 

then 

O$t$l, 

u~(O; r(t), OCt»~ = v7f(i)tanO(t) > Jp(t) tan 110 ?p > q, 

whence 
u+C·; r(t), O(t» ¢..JY for any t E [0, 1]. 

It follows that u+(.; r(t), 0) is the unique solution of 

u = K[o(t)u - + P(t)u +] + It' u E.JY , 

for each t E [0, 1], where 

O$x$n. 

Letting t be a homotopy parameter, we can conclude that 

degLs(id -K[o(t)(·)- + P(t)(·t],.JY, It) 

is independent of t E [0, 1]. Thus, 

degLS(id-K[ol(·)- + PIC·)+],.JY, 10 ) = degLsCid-K[02C·)- + P2(·)+],.JY, II) 

and hence 
- -(64) ind(u+(·; ° 1 ' PI' 0» = ind(u+(·; ° 2, P2 ' 0». 

Since - . 
0< 110 $ min{O+(ol ' PI)' 0+(°2 , P2 )}, 

Lemma 10 implies that 

ind(u+(·; ° 1 ' PI' ( 1» = ind(u+(·; ° 1 ' PI' 0» 

whenever 01 is such that -n12 < 01 < 0+(° 1 , PI). Similarly, 

ind(u+(·; ° 2, P2 ' ( 2» = ind(u+(·; ° 2, P2 ' 0» 

whenever O2 is such that -n12 < O2 < 0+(°2 , P2 ). SO (64) now implies that 

ind(u+(·; ° 1 , PI' ( 1» = ind(u+(·; ° 2, P2 ; ( 2» 

as desired. 0 
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Theorem 12. If (a, P) E R(l/) and () < ()+(a, P), then ind(u+(·; a, P, ())) = 
1. 
Proof. From the previous two lemmas we need only find some point (a, P) E 
R(/I) and some () < ()+(a, P) such that 

ind(u+(·; a, P, ())) = 1. 

To do this we will use Lemma 5, Proposition 6, and the index computation 

(65) ind(u+(·; a, P, ())) = 1, (a, P) ER(l), () E (-nI2, n12) 

obtained at the end of §10. The idea is to homotop this index across aR(l) n 
aR(/I) and into R(/I). 

As usual, we take (ao, Po) from aR(l)naR(/I) with a o < Po' Fix (10 <-1 
and let ()o E (-nI2, n12) be the unique point such that (1+(ao, Po' ()o) = (10' 
By Proposition 6 and Lemma 5 there exist a ball B c CI[O, n] centered at 
u+(·; ao' Po' ()o) and a ball B, (ao, Po) C Q+ such that u+(·; a, P, ()o) E B o 
is the unique solution of 

UEB, 

where 

I(a, P)(x) ~ ((n - x)ln) + (1+ (a , P, ()o)(xln), 

whenever (a, P) E B, (ao, Po). Fix (ai' PI) E B, (ao, po)nR(l) and (a2 , P2 ) 
o 0 

E B, (ao ' Po) n R(/I) and let r:[O, 1] ~ B, (ao ' Po) be a path connecting 
o 0 

(ai' PI) to (a2 , P2 ) and passing through the point (ao' Po). Then 

degLs(id-K[a(t)(.)- + p(t)(.)+], B, It) = constant 

for 0 ~ t ~ 1, where r(t) = (a(t), P(t)) and It is defined by 

It(x) ~f ((n - x)ln) + (1+ (r(t) , ()o)(xln), 0 ~ x ~ n. 

Using (65) we have 

1 = ind(u+(·; a l ' PI' ()o)) 
= degLs(id -K[a l (.)- + PI (.)+], B, 10 ) 

(66) = degLs(id-K[a(t)(.)- + P(t)(·)+], B, It) 

= degLs(id-K[a2(·)- + P2(·t], B, II) 
= ind(u+(·; ai' P2 , ()o))· 

Since ()o < ()+(a2 , P2 ), Lemma 11 shows that 

ind(u+(·; a, P, ())) = 1 

whenever (a, P) E R(/I) and () < ()+(a, P). 

We are now in a position to compute the index of solutions corresponding 
to the right-hand branch of (1+(a, p,.) when (a, P) E R(/I). 
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Corollary 13. Fix (a, P) E R(II). Then 

ind(u+(.; a, p, (J)) =-1 

for all (J such that (J+(a, P) < (J < n12. 
Proof. For such (a, P) we have seen that ind(O; a, P) = O. That is, 

degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], Br , 0) = 0 

for each r > O. If (J is such that (J + (a, P) < (J < n 12, we have only the two 
solutions 

of problem (3) with 

(J = (J+(a, p, (J) = (J+(a, p, (J), 

for some unique jj such that -n12 < jj < (J+(a, P). Choose r> 0 sufficiently 
large that both of these solutions are to be found in Br C C' [0, n]. Then, using 
the additivity property of the Leray-Schauder degree, we see that 

0= degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·)+], Br , 0) 

= degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·)+], B, ,0) 
+ degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], B2 , 0), 

where B, ~nd B2 are disjoint balls contained in Br and centered at 
u+(·; a, p, (J) and u+(·; a, p, (J), respectively. By Theorem 12 

1 = ind(u+(.; a, p, jj)) = degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], B" 0) 

and hence 

In the proof of Theorem 12 we required that the path 1(t) pass through the 
point (ao' Po), so r(to) = (ao' Po) for some to E [0, 1] and from (67) we 
have 

This implies that 
ind(u+(.; a o ' Po' (Jo)) = 1 . 

Corollary 14. Let (ao ' Po) E 8R(I) n 8R(II) with a o < po. Then, 

(J E (-nI2, nI2). 

Theorem 12 and its corollaries are concerned with the solutions u+ obtained 
from the mapping (J + but, with minor changes in notation, the arguments work 
for the solutions u_ associated with the map (J_. Therefore we have the 
analogous results 
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Theorem 15. If (a, P) E R(II) and () < ()_(a, P) then ind(u_(·; a, p, ())) = 
l. 

Corollary 16. Fix (a, P) E R(ll). Then 

ind(u_(·; a, p, ())) =-1 

for all e. such that () _ (a, p) < () < n12. 

Corollary 17. Let (aD, Po) E 8R(l) n 8R(II) with aD < po. Then 

ind(u_(·, aD, Po)) = 1, () E (-nI2, nI2). 

Our approach in this section was to continue the index, ind(O; a, P), of 
the trivial solution from region R(l), where this index was easily computed 
to be 1, onto the "left branch" solutions associated with parameter values in 
region R(II). In this manner we were able to deduce the index of solutions 
associated with parameters located on the curve 8 R(l) n 8 R(II) (cf. Corol-
lary 17). Of course, we could have started with (a., P) in R(II l), where 
ind(O; a, P) = -1 , and continued this index to solultions associated with the 
"right-hand branch" of solutions in R(I l) . If this approach is taken then, again 
with only notational changes in the argument above for Corollary 14. 

Corollary 18. Let (aD, Po) E 8R(II) n 8R(II l) with aD < Po' Then 

ind(u±(·, aD, PO' ())) = -1, () E (-nI2, nI2). 

if (a, P) E R(II) and aD < 0, then from §7.2 we know that problem (4) 

{ u"+au-+pu+=O, 

u(O) = 0, u(n) = aD, 

has exactly two solutions. In that section we call these solutions WI and w2 
and found that they were given by 

where the positive real numbers Sl and S2 were uniquely determined by the 
conditions 

Since 

and 

w2(0) = S2 V [0; (~1)] = -S2 < 0, 
we may conclude that each boundary condition a = aD < ° uniquely determines 
the two solutions of problem (4) and that they are distinguished by their initial 
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slopes, one being positive and the other negative. Now suppose that we use the 
notation 

def { SU [.; (~)] , 

w(';a,p,s) ~ ~su[.; (~t)l, 
s ~ 0, 

s < O. 

With the above notation we always have 

and 
tiJ(O; a, P, s) = s, s ER. 

The family of solutions for problem (4), as (J ranges over the nonpositive real 
axis, is then given by {w (. ; a, P , s)} sER • 

Theorem 19. If (a, P) E R(II) or 8R(I) n R(II) with a < P and s < 0 then 

ind(w(·; a, P, s» = I 

and if (a, P) E R(II) or 8R(II) n R(III) with a < P and s > 0 then 

ind( w (. ; a, P , s» = -1. 
Proof. Suppose that (a, P) E R(II) is fixed. Then choose (a, 71) somewhere 
in R(I) and define, for t E [0, 1], the line segment 

r{t) ~ (1 - t)(a, 71) + t(a, P) 

so r connects (a, 71) to (a, P) and defines functions 

a(t) ~f (1 - t)a+ ta and P{t) ~ (1- t)71 + tp. 

Fix s < 0 and choose R so that 

R> max Ilw(·; r(t), s)111 . 
tE[O, I) 

Let e > 0 be sufficiently small that s + e < 0 and define 

It(x) ~f -su [Tt ; a(t), P(t), (~l)] (i) , t E [0, 1] and 0 ::; x ::; Tt , 

where we have emphasized the dependence of the solution on the parameters 
a(t) and P(t). Define the neighborhood ./f/ by 

./f/ ~f BR n {w E CI[O, Tt] I tiJ(O) < s + e}. 

Then ./f/ is a bounded open set in C l [0, Tt] such that, when t E [0, 1], 
w (. ; r( t) , s) is the unique solution of 

(67) w = K[a(t)w- + P(t)w+] + It 
in ./f/; i.e., if t is such that r(t) E R(II) then w(·; r(t), s(t», for some unique 
s(t) > 0, is the only other solution of (67) but it always has a positive initial 
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slope and so cannot be in ff . Again, by using t as a homotopy parameter, we 
see that 

ind(w(·, n, 71, s)) = degLs(id -K[a(t)(·)- + P(t)(·t} , ff, It)' 
= ind(w(·; a, p, s)). 

As before, we may use the fact that 

ind(O; n, P) = 1 

to imply that 
ind(w(·, n, 71, s)) = 1 . 

t E [0, 1], 

Since the above argument holds if (a, P) belongs to 8R(l) n R(l/) , the first 
assertion of the theorem is proved. 

The argument above also works to prove the second assertion. We just choose 
(n, 71) from region R(l/ l) and use the index computation 

ind(O; ii, P) = -1, 

which holds whenever (ii, ji) belongs to region R(l I l) . 

We use these index computations to prove the following theorems concerning 
the perturbed problem 

{ 
U" + f(u) = h, 
u(O) = 0'1' u(n) = 0'2' 

First, from Theorem 3, recall that the regions &'2 and &'0 were the two-solution 
and the zero-solution regions in the 0'1 0'2-plane for problem (63) when (a, ft) E 
R(l/) . 

Theorem 20. Fix (a, P) E R(l/) , (0'1' 0'2) E &'2' and hE C[O, n]. Then there 
exists a positive real number To such that the problem 

{ u"+f(u)=h, 
(68) 

u(O) = tO'I ' u(n) = to'2 ' 
has at least two distinct solutions for all t ~ To' Moreover, if (0'1' 0'2) E &'0' 
then there exists a positive real number To such that the problem (68) has no 
solution if t ~ To' 
Proof. Suppose that (0'1' 0'2) E R(l/) with 0'1 > O. Put 0'0 = 0'2/0'1 and let °0 and eo be the distinct points in the open interval (-n/2, n/2) uniquely 
defined by 

0'+ (a , p, (0) = 0'+ (a , p, (0) = 0'0' 

Thus, u+(·; a, p, (0) and u+(·; a, p, 80 ) are the only solutions of problem 
(3) with 0' = 0'0' For 0::; x::; n set 

lo(x) d,,;f ((n - x)/x) + O'o(x/n). 
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Then there are two disjoint balls Bo and Eo contained in C l [0, n] and cen-
tered at u+(·; a, p, ()o) and u+(·; a, p, (0), respectively, such that, from The-
orem 12 and Corollary 13, we may conclude that 

1 = ind(u(·; a, p, ()o)) 

= degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·)+], Bo' 10 ) 

and 

-1 = ind( u(· ; a, p , (0 )) 

= degLs(id-K[a(.)- + P(·)+], Eo, 10 ), 

From Lemma 8, with r ~f 0"1 t, we conclude that there exists a positive real 
number r 0 such that 

degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·)+], Bo' 10 ) = degLs(id -K[Ir(') - (l/r)h], Bo' 10 ) 

and 

degLs(id -K[a(·)- + P(·t], Eo, 10 ) = degLs(id -K[Ir(') - (l/r)h], Eo, 10 ) 

whenever r ~ ro' Therefore, there exist ul E Bo and u2 E Eo such that 

{ u~ + aui + pu; + v(tO"I U)/tO"I = (l/tO"I)h, 
uj(O) = 1, uj(n) = 0"0 = 0"2/0"1' 

for j = 1,2, whenever t ~ rO/O"I' Setting uj ~ to"I Uj ' j = 1, 2, proves the 
first part of the theorem when 0"1 > O. 

In view of the index computations of Theorem 15 and Corollary 16 the case 
of 0"1 < 0 may be treated in the same fashion. Also, from Theorem 19 and the 
discussion preceding it, the case of 0"1 = 0 may be treated likewise. 

The second assertion of this theorem is proved by contradiction. Fix (0"1' 0"2) 
E &'0 and assume that there exist a sequence of positive real numbers {t j} and 
a sequence {u j } E CI[O, n] with tj --+ 00 and 

{ u~ + f(u) = h, 

uj(O) = tPI' uj(n) = tP2' 
for each j. Since Ilu)11 ~ max{tpI' tp2} , we see that Ilujlll --+ 00 as j --+ 00. 

Furthermore, for each j , 

_l_-K 1 +_1_ u· [f(U.)-hl /. 
Ilujll l - Ilujll l Ilu)II' 

where Ij is defined by 

1 def 
j(X) = tpi ((n - x)/n) + tj(0"2x/n). 

If cal' (12) is a limit point of the sequence 

{(tp,/llujll l , tp2/lluj ll l )} , 
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then either (0'1' ( 2) E&'O or (0'1' ( 2) = (0,0). Since {(f(u) - h)/llujlll} is 
bounded in C[O, 1l] , using the compactness of K again we may assume that 

c 1 
uj/llujlll --+ v 

for some nontrivial v E C I [0, 1l] satisfying 

(69) v =K[o:v- +pv+]+/, 

where / is defined by 

/(x) ~f al ((1l - x)/ll) + a2(x/1l). 

If (0'1' ( 2) = (0, 0) then v nontrivial contradicts (69) having only the trivial 
solution, and if (aI' ( 2) E&'o then (69) has no solution. 0 

Our next and final result for the problem (68) deals with (0:, P) in a reso-
nance situation. 

Theorem 21. Suppose that (0:, P) E 8R(I) n 8R(II) , 0: < p, or that (0:, P) E 
8 R(II) n 8 R(II l) with 0: < p. Fix (0"1' 0"2) such that 0"2 < -0"1 and h E 
C[O, 1l]; then problem (68) has a solution for all t sufficiently large. 
Proof. Recall that if (0:, P) is on one of these curves, unique solutions for prob-
lem (63) exist whenever 0"2 < -0"1 • Hence, we may use the index computations 
from Theorem 19 and Corollaries 14, 17, and 18 in the proof of Theorem 20 
to prove this theorem. 0 
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